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Dear Colleagues,
It is with great pleasure that we present to
you the April edition of the NLPGA Gas
Bulletin, the official newsletter of the
NLPGA, conceived specially to communicate our initiatives; advance LPG education, awareness, and utilisation; advocate
for the general adoption of LPG and connect with target stakeholders across various endeavours.
As expected, this edition is packed with
carefully curated industry reports, special
interviews, a focus on LPG adoption and
utilisation in Brazil, the African LPG outlook, among other exciting news items for
your reading pleasure.
It is imperative to note that concentrated
efforts to drive LPG education has led us
into strategic deliberations and significant outcomes geared towards promoting and harmonising the role of LPG in the
growth and development of any economy.
Owing to the recent COVID-19 imposed
lockdown and the economic upheavals
experienced
globally,
every
forward-thinking organisation's response is
to identify strategic and deliberate
actions to amplify sector-driven solutions
towards
achieving
an
accelerated
Post-COVID 19 economic recovery, with
gas as a pivotal enabler.
This edition of the newsletter featured
LPG challenges across Africa and other
parts of the world with a careful look into
pricing, government policies, its impact
on the product and consumer behaviour,
and the opportunities available for different players across the value chain.

Olakunle Oyebanjo
Executive secretary

ing initiative of the Association and the
continued efforts by the Technical &
Safety Committee to drive increased
knowledge share in the industry.
The edition also looked into the NLPGA
Safety Webinar held to commemorate
World Day for Safety & Health 2021. The
webinar featured HSE Managers, industry
stakeholders and other business leaders
committed to implementing needed processes to reduce work-related accidents
and deaths.
Dear Colleagues, friends, and advertisers
thank you for your time.
Do enjoy reading!
Signed
NLPGA Secretariat

The April edition of NLPGA Gas Bulletin
also captured the various capacity build-
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FG to prioritise local manufacturers in planned injection
of 5–10 million cylinders to Nigerian market - Adeshina
Accelerating access to clean, affordable
cooking gas (LPG) to Nigerians will be
receiving a boost as the Federal Government concludes plans to inject about 10
million cylinders into the local market by
2022.
The announcement has heightened
expectations in the industry as more cylinders in households are expected to
spark an increase in demand for the
product, making gas the fuel of cooking
and heating in Nigerian homes.
The Programme Manager, National LPG
Expansion Plan, Office of the Vice President, Federal Republic of Nigeria, and
erstwhile President of the NLPGA, Mr.
Dayo Adeshina, who is championing this
project, said the Federal Government is
solidly committed to the plan, which is
expected to commence in 2022.
Mr. Adeshina, in this exclusive interview,
shared more insights:
Tell us more about the FG's plan to
inject about 10 million LPG cylinders
into Nigerian households in 2020
The government will inject 5-10 million
cylinders next year. This is in line with the
marketer's cylinder model strategy that
we are committed to actualising. This
means that the cylinders would be
injected through the marketers and not
individuals. The reason for that is for sustainability and safety of the cylinders
and the withdrawals of the existing cylinders, which we are quite certain have not
had any form of recertification over the
years. So, there is a huge safety concern
on those cylinders and for sustainability.

Dayo Adeshina

Program Manager, National LPG Expansion Plan (NLEP)
Office of the Vice President of Nigeria

It is best to do that through a structured
market rather than people going to buy
cylinders. The cylinders would be distributed through the marketers who would
take them to their (end users) homes and
retract the existing cylinders; that way, we
have someone we can hold responsible
for the cylinders and sustainability. We
would keep injecting cylinders continuously for the next ten years because there
is a scheme that is going to recover the
investment.
What exactly is the logistic plan in getting these cylinders certified as at when
due and getting them at an affordable
price?
The scheme called 'Gas for All' has been
shared with the NLPGA and the marketers
involved in the scheme. We would have
trackers on the cylinders. We are currently
trying out different technology regarding
the trackers to see which one works best
in our environment.
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We understand that the trackers have
been tested and put to work in other parts
of the world, but these trackers must work
here to be efficient. The tracking system
would alert us when the cylinders are due
for recertification.
The Standard Organisation of Nigeria
(SON) regulation states that five years
after manufacture, we are supposed to
remodify a cylinder; 10 years after, you are
supposed to recertify that cylinder; and 15
years after, you are supposed to scrap it.
We all know that we have cylinders that
are 20 - 40 years in circulation. These cylinders need to be withdrawn without any
rancour.
Regarding the commercial aspect of the
scheme, the government is injecting the
cylinders, but the government is not telling you to pay upfront. That is why we are
giving the cylinders to the marketers and
through a card system, so each time you
refill, you will be charged for it.
As soon as we are done with the rollout,
which would involve the NLPGA, the marketers and the retailers, we can start the
scheme. I have consulted all the stakeholders, and the good thing is that everyone is on board.
How would local manufacturers of LPG
cylinders benefit from the initiative? Are
they producing the LPG cylinders for the
project?
For the scale of what we want, it would be
a mixture of local and international manufacturers. We know the capacity of all the
local manufacturers, and we are sure that
within the time frame we are looking at,
they certainly cannot meet up with that
target.
We would give them priority, but it will be
in line with their production capacity. You
will not give someone a target of 1 million
when you know that they can't meet that

target, even if you give them six months.
So, it would be in line with their production capacity because we have a target.
We are already running behind schedule;
it could further compound our problems if
we give someone a target more than their
capacity to deliver. We would adopt a
mixture of local and international players
to deliver on this plan based on this reality.
What is the procedure for engaging the
international manufacturers?
The procedure for the international player
is that they must set up local manufacturing facilities because we need a lot of cylinders. So, bearing that in mind, if we give
you an order as an international manufacturer, your first line of products can be
done abroad, but the second line of production would have to be produced locally. If you are not ready to set up here, you
can team up with the local inventor.
A key part of our mandate is to encourage
local manufacturers, which would be our
priority, but we also must be realistic. We
have a target and running behind schedule on that target, and we cannot afford
to have any lapses.
With one of the world's largest forest
reserves, Brazil has over 90% gas adoption for cooking. How long would it take
for Nigeria to reach that milestone?
It is a whole combination of things, so I
would like to be realistic about it. It is not
something that would happen in the next
2 - 3 years. For a long time, we did not
have a structured market. We had a fragmented market that also did not have regulations that took care of the environment.
Until we start having deforestation problems, there is a heck of work to do. It is not
going to be a 10 - 15 years journey. The
adoption has started. It started as the
President was able to sign on to return
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deductions that allow the country to recognise a problem in deforestation, which
started this whole programme.
In terms of a total of adoption, that would
take over ten years because our population size is 200 million. It will not stay at
200 million for long as it will be increasing
year on year. The scale of what we are
trying to do is more like you are starting
from point zero. The other thing to recognise is that you may need more gas, and
so we need all the ongoing gas projects to
have to come on stream.
It is more like a 10-year journey, but the
sooner and faster we can get all these
things, the better for us as a country. As I
said, deforestation has struck significantly. There must be certain laws to protect
deforestation from happening again. But
it is a journey; it is not a race.
The Nigerian operators have voiced their
reservations about introducing N1.23k
per/litre administrative charges to the
cost of gas; what are you doing to
address this hinders to cost containment
of LPG prices in Nigeria?
If you recall, the Association has written
to His Excellency, Professor Yemi Osinbajo, and he has passed on the complaints to
the relevant ministries, including the Ministry of petroleum. So, we would keep
engaging to get a resolution. Unfortunately, I am not sure if the matter has
ended up in court like the Association said
it would. We are trying to see how we can
resolve all these because these are the
kind of things that can be counter-productive to governments' gas expansion
plan.

tives to investors who want to come into
the sector and allow existing operators to
expand significantly in the industry. We
must find a way around these challenges,
so we must have everybody on board
because we rely on the industry for the
expansion drive.
Comments about the LPG industry and
the way forward
I give so much kudos to the industry and
the key players. The industry is the one
that has gotten the country to where the
LPG space is today. Now that finally, the
government is on board, it must be a partnership. It must be a handshake towards
mutually benefiting advantages for the
industry, government, and the people. It is
a work in progress, and as I said earlier, it
is a journey and not a race.
We would always face challenges, but
when we work together, we will get
results. Collaboration and partnership are
crucial. Our doors are very open to resolving any issue going forward. We act as an
enabler for the industry; if the industry is
successful, the ultimate beneficiary would
be the people. We need a conducive environment, and that is what we are working
towards, so we would continue to work
towards that mutual benefit relationship
between the government and the industry.

On the other hand, the government has
said it wants to expand and is driving that
through the private sector with all sorts of
incentives, and these are the things we
must resolve to make sure we do not stop
the momentum. We need to add incen-
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LPG GLOBAL OUTLOOK 2021:
A look at the LPG operations in Brazil

Liquefied Petroleum Gas (LPG) is a petroleum derivative that plays a very important role in the Brazilian residential energy
mix. Accessible by 98% of all Brazilian
households and 93 % of rural households,
LPG has historically been the first substitute for firewood, obtained from deforestation by poorer rural and even urban
communities.
In Brazil, LPG was subsidised until 2001,
after which prices practically doubled,
causing a shift to alternative fuels. The
provision of LPG for low-income users is a
cause of major concern since the gas is, in
many cases, the most important energy
carrier for basic uses such as cooking. Its
importance derives mostly from the availability, easy maintenance, and relatively

low cost of LPG fueled cookstoves, the
well-established LPG delivery infrastructure throughout the country, but hampered by the lack of infrastructure to
deliver gas by pipes to households.
History of LPG Utilisation in Brazil
In 1937, the domestic use of LPG officially
started in Brazil when the Graf Zeppelin,
the famed German transatlantic Airship,
which made 64 round trips to Brazil,
ended its voyages to South America and
the propane cylinders used for fueling the
gigantic invention were rendered surplus
and were consequently distributed to 166
households.
Before this, the main fuels for stoves and
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the supply chain of the 94.4 million (M)
m3 of products supplied by refineries.
LPG production in Brazil peaked in 2002,
at 8.9 Mm3. Even so, it could not match
the consumption of 12.1 Mm3. The difference came from imports, a dependence
that has systematically declined with
diminishing consumption after the peak
of 12.5 Mm3 reached in 1999. After the
1999 consumption peak, the LPG industry
has faced a systematic contraction in its
activity.

One of the fuels for Graf Zeppelin is Propane gas; with the cancelation
of airship trips to Brazil, propane gas cylinders were abandoned and
were converted for domestic use.

heaters were firewood, charcoal, and kerosene. At the time, key cities such as Rio
de Janeiro and São Paulo had some infrastructure for gas from coal, basically for
public lighting. Although the country produced petroleum since 1939, Brazil
imported LPG from the US, Europe and
during World War II, from Argentina. The
increased consumption necessitated the
importation of large quantities of gas vessels and investments in logistics.
In the 1950s, several new distributors
joined the market, and the 13-kg metal
bottle became the national standard. As a
result of the growth witnessed in LPG
usage, the national oil company Petrobras
was established in 1953 and started producing LPG in 1955.
LPG Operations in Brazil at a glance
Brazil is one of the top ten countries with
the highest utilisation of LPG globally as
LPG constitutes 7.5 % of all petroleum
products produced in the country and,
together with diesel oil (35.3 % of the
total), represents the largest element in

The business, which had witnessed an
annual growth of 3%, had a projected
volume in 2003 equivalent to 1996. The
2002 market deregulation in Brazil greatly affected the sales to the residential and
commercial sectors.
On the one hand, industrial use of LPG has
increased in several sectors, from 4 % of
total demand (or 0.29 Mm3) in 1986 to 10
% (or 1.268 Mm3) in 2001, especially in the
ceramics (540,000 m3), iron and steel
(170,000
m3),
non-ferrous
metals
(114,000 m 3 ) and food and beverage
(97,000 m3 ) sectors [ANP, 2003]. Nevertheless, the end-user profile of LPG is far
from changed: residential and commercial
users are still responsible for more than
80 % of total LPG consumption in the
country.
According to market statistics in Brazil, 5
out of 18 distributors, the majority associated with multinational companies, control 83 % of the LPG market, and they are
free to obtain the gas abroad, as international, and domestic prices are the same.
Brazil’s LPG Consumer Usage Percentage
In Brazil, residential consumption of firewood and LPG share similar economic
factors, as well as other regional linkages.
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For example, in the hot and less developed Northeast, LPG is used basically for
cooking, while in the colder, more developed Southern part of the country, it is
used for heating water and in industries.
In more impoverished areas with low purchasing power, families switch from the
kitchen LPG cookstove to the primitive
firewood stove located in their backyards.
In the country's most developed state, like
São Paulo, where there are many LPG final
retailers, the per capita residential firewood consumption was the lowest (373
MJ per capita) compared to the Brazilian
average of 1758 MJ/capita).

For the poorer Northern and
North-eastern populations, firewood
is the first option to substitute LPG in
cooking. According to Brazil's National Statistics Bureau, indigent families
are sensitive to energy price increases
and are quick to adopt economic
measures.
Statistics show that the poorer families
adopt a mix of LPG and firewood to meet
their energy needs. One is to cook lunch
and dinner just once a day and avoid
using the oven. The other is to utilise firewood in a backyard as a second stove,
which is present in about 20 % of all Brazilian households.
Government and LPG Policies in Brazil
From 1950 to 2001, the Brazilian government-regulated LPG final prices to consumers. During that period, subsidies
equalised
the
administered
prices
throughout the whole country. Companies had to receive and fill their cylinders
from any distributor and comply with a

series of standards and procedures. By
the year 2000, around US$ 100 million
was spent to subsidise LPG in Brazil annually.
In January 2002, the government eliminated LPG subsidies, and by the end of
2002, Petrobras, the state oil company,
which imports the LPG utilised in Brazil,
transferred to the consumer the international prices of the product. The free
market raised the costs of a 13-kg cylinder
from R$ 21.9 (approximately US$ 7, or 11 %
of the monthly minimum wage) to R$
26.3.
Meeting Consumer LPG demands
Following the bit of stagnancy witnessed
in the Brazilian LPG market in recent
years, sales saw a new dimension due to
the spike in demand for the product due
to the COVID19 imposed lockdown.
At the time, LPG demand increased by
more than 30pc in 12 Brazilian states,
including Sao Paulo, and in another seven
states, where demand grew by 10pc-20pc
in the first half of April 2020 compared to
the same period of 2019, according to
hydrocarbons regulator ANP.
The spike in LPG demand created supply
bottlenecks, which is typically consumed
in 13kg cylinders. To bridge the demand
gap, Brazilian state-controlled Petrobras
immediately expanded LPG imports,
importing over 350,000 metric tons (t) of
LPG, which is enough to supply 27.4mn
13kg cylinders.
In contrast to slumping demand for other
fuels, LPG sales have increased in Brazil,
moving swiftly away from deforestation
to an entirely LPG driven state.
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PPPRA has no role in deregulated LPG market
- Nuhu Yakubu, NLPGA President
The Product Pricing Regulatory Agency's (PPPRA) announcement to introduce N1.23k per litre administrative
charge on Liquefied Petroleum Gas
(LPG) met an industry-wide pushback by
players in the LPG space.
According to stakeholders in the sector,
the imposition of the administrative
charge would be counter-productive,
especially now that the government has
taken deliberate steps to boost gas
development and adoption in Nigeria.
In his reaction to the development, the
President of the Nigeria LP Gas Association (NLPGA), Mr. Nuhu Yakubu, said that
"the industry position is clear and has
been laid bare through our various
public comments and actions till date.
We believe PPPRA has no role in the
deregulated petroleum products market
space where LPG operates.
The agency does not render any services
to the industry but rather to the federal
government and is therefore not authorised by law to levy operators for their
trading activities. Worse still is the
upward pump price impact of the levy on
the unit price of LPG, which is viewed as
insensitive by operators, consumers, and
industry enthusiasts alike, considering
Nigeria's currently harsh economic realities, with a telling effect on household
disposable income."
He added that "the sector has experienced reasonable growth in the last ten
years, mostly by taking advantage of the
LPG deregulation policy of government
to pull in private capital and technology
innovations to spur massive infrastruc-

Nuhu Yakubu
President, NLPGA

ture development in the sector. Industry
operators and observers are convinced
that the PPPRA levy seeks to take advantage of the sector's potentials to earn
huge revenues, without commensurate
value add. And since diplomatic overtures
did not yield the desired result, the industry met and decided to test extant laws to
determine the veracity or otherwise of its
views about the levy imposition, through
legal means."
Commenting on the Federal Government's declaration of the 'Decade of Gas'
portend for the industry, he said, "The
declaration portends hope for success for
not only Nigeria's gas sector but for the
backward and forward linkage sectors. As
the federal government begins to unveil
the policies and program incentives to
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boost the gas sector, the positive multiplier impact is expected to be felt in the
awakening of awareness of the beneficial
uses of gas for improved productivity
among Nigerian households’ businesses.
"The proposed policies to drive the
Decade of Gas declaration are expected
to debottleneck the issues in the sector,
to enable improved liquidity on the
supply side, to in turn develop adequate
infrastructure to meet growing demand
for its various applicable uses for power
generation, petrochemicals feedstock,
Autogas, industry and household cooking," he added.
Meanwhile, with more Nigerians complaining about the increasing cost of
acquiring LPG cooking stove and cylinder, the NLPGA President noted that the
more the users of LPG, the more infrastructure build-out to produce cooking
gas stoves in Nigeria to help reduce the
entry cost barrier. "Our net dependence
on importation of LPG equipment,
makes the average prices of equipment
high and unstable, as it fluctuates with
Naira exchanges with other international
currencies of LPG equipment manufacturers' countries of origin," he said.
"The industry therefore applauds the
giant strides by Techno Oil, Rungas and
Don-Mac for taking the initiative to
invest in building local cylinder manufacturing facilities for the conventional
steel-based cylinders and composite cylinder types in Nigeria. More of these can
only make this resource more available
to the public especially those that are in
the lower income strata of the society,"
he narrated.

"The one most important policy of government that any well-meaning observer
of Nigeria's LPG sector would advocate is
full market driven reforms in the energy
and power sectors, specifically with full
downstream deregulation to enable LPG
to compete favourably with subsidised
PMS and enthronement of electric power
supply/demand willing-buyer, willing-seller market. It is equally very important for
government to enable human capital
development with technical trainings for
LPG technicians to grow our in-country
population of LPG technicians to support
the needs of the fast-growing sector," he
said.
Meanwhile, he stressed that the Association is committed to driving the adoption
of LPG urging Nigerians to switch to
cleaner fuel as against using dirty fuels for
cooking and other needs. "NLPGA has in
the pipeline, a nationwide awareness sensitisation exercise, with the aim to switch
as many more users as possible. And
thanks to our members, the exercise shall
involve educating would be users and
users of LPG about the safety imperatives
of LPG use, along with distribution of various types of LPG equipment and user
items to encourage switching. We believe
the exercise will be a huge success, going
by the level of goodwill we enjoy across
Nigeria, which we shall leverage to win
more users to LPG, from their use of kerosene and firewood amongst other dirty
fuels."

Mr. Yakubu noted further that the current
reforms and policies by the Federal Government would drive the needed adoption and utilisation of LPG in the country.
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Why LPG South Africa changed its name to LPGSA

Johannesburg, South Africa

The Liquefied Petroleum Gas Safety
Association of South Africa said it has
changed its name to Liquefied Petroleum
Gas Association of South Africa (LPGSA)
to reflect a strategic shift to broaden the
LPGSA's mandate.
According to the Association, the change
became necessary "to not only promote
the safe, compliant use of the LPG association market but to advocate for LPG's
exceptional benefits in comparison to
other energies in South Africa."

energy mix, especially for efficient,
low-cost water, food, and space heating.
The Liquefied Petroleum Gas Association
of South Africa was established in 1989
and is based in Johannesburg. The Association is a non-profit company representing companies involved in the installation, distribution, hardware and retailing
of LPG and gas appliances.

In a statement released by the Association, the body said: "Safety will remain a
core focus of LPGSA's work and the
LPGSA will continue to run training courses and certify installers, manufacturers
and distributors of LPG and LPG equipment." The body stressed that LPG is a
perfect component of South Africa's
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Rwanda experiences a spike in cooking gas price
LPG users in Rwanda are currently witnessing a spike in cooking gas prices due
to external market forces that have seen
the demand on the world market increase
in the last couple of months.
According to a report by All Africa.com, a
quick survey around Kigali shows that gas
refill for a 12kg cylinder rose from
Rwf12,000 (N4,561.89) to Rwf13,500
(N4,942.05). The current price is pegged
at about Rwf15,500 (N5,892.44).

Commenting on the development, the
Managing Director, Safe Gas Rwanda Limited, Liban Mugabo, said that dealers in
this business have no control over the
pricing, which mainly changes between
November and March as the demand for
gas increases for Winter heating demand
globally.
He also observed that there is also a challenge of a poor market structure dominated by layers of middlemen before the
product gets to the consumer.

For the 20kg cylinders, the price
increased from Rwf20,000 (N7,603.15) to
Rwf25,000 (N9,503.93); the cost of the 15
kg variants rose from Rwf15,000
(N5,892.44) to Rwf18,000 (N6,842.83)
while for the cost of refilling the 6kg cylinder rose to Rwf7,500 (N2,851.18) from
Rwf6,000 (N2,280.94).
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Ghana: Marketers decry new tax introduction on LPG
products
Following the introduction of a new tax
introduction on liquefied petroleum gas
(LPG) in Ghana, marketers of the product in the country have expressed their
disappointment, fearing the increase
will worsen the financial wellbeing of
their consumers.
The Ghana Revenue Authority (GRA), in
April 2021, had indicated that taxes
announced in the 2021 budget, including the one on LPG, are set to take
effect in May 2021.
Commenting on the new tax introduction, the Vice-Chairman, LPG Marketing
Companies Association of Ghana, Gabriel Kumi, said the industry would be
crippled by the new tax, making LPG
more expensive.
"We are very disappointed, to say the
least. We have always had the view that
Ghanaians are paying too much for
LPG. Throughout Africa, we do not
know of any country that pays more
than $1 (N482) for a kilo of LPG but in
Ghana, we are paying GH¢6.30

(N415.45) already. With the introduction
of this tax, we are going to pay GH¢6.48
(N427.32) for a kilo of LPG and we
believe that this is too high, and harsh
for the ordinary consumer to bear. This
will cripple the LPG sector, lead to
unemployment, and create a lot of hardship for Ghanaians. We are opposing this
tax," he stated.
The imposition of an Energy Sector
Recovery Levy of GHS 20 pesewas per
litre of petrol/diesel and 18 pesewas per
kg on Liquefied Petroleum Gas (LPG)
has already generated controversy with
some analysts positing that it will lead to
the general increase in the price of commodities.
The LPG marketers had reacted swiftly
to the government's intention to introduce the tax on the product by petitioning President Akufo-Addo, urging him to
rescind the decision.
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Petrotec acquisition of Quest Petroleum to boost LPG
market in South Africa
Global Liquefied Petroleum Gas (LPG)
trading and shipping company, Petredec,
has announced the acquisition of Quest
Petroleum, a popular fuel distributor in
the Eastern Cape, South Africa. According to the brand, the addition of Quest to
the portfolio expands Petrefuel Group's
geographic coverage beyond KwaZulu-Natal and sees the LPG company take
its first steps into non-fuels retailing.
Following its acquisition by Petredec,
Quest becomes part of the Petrefuel
Group of companies, the former Jubane
Petroleum, Oilco Wholesale businesses
and a stablemate of Petregaz, South Africa's leading LPG wholesaler.
Commenting on the acquisition, Petredec's CEO Giles Fearn said: "As part of
Petrefuel, we envisage the management
and staff of Quest taking the combined
business to even greater heights as we
look to establish operations on a national
scale in South Africa. We welcome the
entire team to the Petredec family."
Quest Petroleum was founded in 2005 by

Shaun Hitzeroth and Jay Smith and began
operations by distributing lubricants in the
Port Elizabeth area before entering the
fuels market in 2007 to distribute diesel,
petrol, illuminating paraffin and LPG
across the Eastern Cape and Free State.
Besides an extensive customer base in the
wholesale sector, the business also supplies a network of 80+Quest-branded service stations and operates a chain of convenience stores under the EZEE Exprez
brand.
The transaction will see Quest Petroleum
become part of the Petrefuel Business
Division in South Africa. Petrefuel will distribute diesel, petroleum, paraffin, and
lubricants to customers operating in the
transport, agricultural, retail, industrial and
other commercial sectors.

Kenya: Stakeholders condemn 16% VAT addition on fuel
products by IMF
Stakeholders in Kenya's LPG market
have criticised the 16 per cent value-added tax (VAT) on all petroleum
products to fulfil the International Monetary Fund (IMF) preconditions for a
loan agreement.
Kenya had earlier announced plans to
access a loan facility worth $2.3bn
(£1.7bn) to support its pandemic
response and economic reform programme from the IMF.
Reacting, Kenyans took to social media
while other LPG stakeholders took

advantage of the global Liquefied Petroleum Gas (LPG) stakeholders annual
gathering to express their displeasure on
the development.
Kenyans were encouraged to sign an
online petition to pressure the IMF to
withdraw the offer, with people arguing
that previous loans had not been judiciously utilised. But the country's
Finance Minister Ukur Yatani defended
that the loan is critical to the government's plans to support small businesses
and "forestall a greater humanitarian
crisis".
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In India, LPG price drops by Rs10
There is a relief for Indian residents as the
Indian
Oil
Corporation
Limited
announced a drop in the non-subsidised
LPG cylinder price by Rs10 (N51.50)
starting April 2021.
After raising cooking gas prices by Rs125
(N643.74) per cylinder in March 2021, the
state-owned oil firm announced a cut of
Rs10 (N51.50) per cylinder with softening
international oil prices.
Prices of crude oil and petroleum products in the international market have
been on a constant uptrend since November 2020. India is mainly import-dependent on crude oil, and the prices are
market-linked with the movements in
global prices, increasing the domestic
price of petroleum products.

However, due to growing worries about
rising COVID-19 cases in Europe and Asia
and vaccine hesitancy, crude oil and
petroleum products in the international
market softened early in March 2021.
After the latest revision, in Delhi and
Mumbai, a 14.2 kg non-subsidised LPG
cylinder will cost around Rs809
(N4,166.27) from April 2021.
An LPG cylinder will now be available at
Rs835.50 (N4,302.74) in Kolkata. In
Chennai, the prices of LPG cylinders
have lowered to Rs825 (N4,248.66).
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WHY BECOME
AN NLPGA MEMBER
The Nigeria Liquefied Petroleum Gas Association (NLPGA), currently led by the President (Mr. Nuhu Yakubu), is on a mission to
actively champion the competitiveness and
utilization of Liquefied Petroleum Gas by
promoting sound policy development,
capacity development and best practices
towards optimizing the economics of the
entire gas value chain while emphasizing
environmental sustainability and safety.
The Association aims to be the most influential and independent non-profit organization in effectively advancing the role of
Nigeria Liquefied Petroleum Gas Association (NLPGA) as the platform for championing the development of Nigeria's gas industry.
The NLPGA has a range of membership
grades to cover every intending member
and critical players in the LPG industry,
including qualified professionals, financiers
and investors, gas plant owners, technology/service
providers
and
university
students.
Membership of the association is open to
the following;
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Companies involved in extraction,
processing, procurement, and the sale
of liquefied gas in Nigeria;

Companies involved in the supply of
equipment or services that are predominantly related to liquefied petroleum gas usage;

Consultants, installers, dealers, stockists, marketers, retailers or other small
companies in the liquefied petroleum
gas sector;

Associations and corporations that
support the policies of the Association
and whose membership, in the opinion
of the Council, would be beneficial to
the Association.

Membership Categories & Fees
The Association consists of paying members, non-paying members, and affiliates.

a.

Paying Members
These are paying members of the
Association. These members have the
right to vote and be voted for. The categories of Active Paying Members are;
Gold Membership: A member can join
the Association as a Gold Member.
Gold Members can be nominated and
stand for election in the Governing
Council.
Annual Membership Subscription Fee:
N150,000:00

Silver Membership: A member can join the
Association as a Silver Member. Silver Membership is a basic membership. Silver Members cannot be nominated and cannot
stand for election. A Silver Member must
upgrade his/her subscription to Gold status
to be able to be nominated and stand for
election. However, Silver members can
nominate and vote at elections.
Annual Membership
N50,000:00

Subscription

Fee:
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b.

Non-Paying Members
These members are statutory bodies
who in the opinion of the Council are
beneficial to the Association. They do
not have the right to vote and be voted
for. They are granted observer status in
the Council (at the discretion of the
Council). They include Government
Agencies and Regulatory Bodies e.g
Federal Fire Service, Standards Organisation of Nigeria (SON), Department
of Petroleum Resources (DPR) e.t.c.
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c.

Affiliates
These are Associations that are members of the NLPGA. They are paying
members and have an automatic seat
at the Governing Council.
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APRIL

2021

Capacity Building: In April 2021, the NLPGA Safety and Technical training faculty continued with its monthly capacity building drive, a mandate given to
them by the Association.
The Safety Technical Training was facilitated by celebrated industry stakeholders, Prince Adebambo Ademiluyi (FNSE) and Mr. Michael Olajide.
World Day for Safety & Health 2021 Event: To commemorate the 2021 World
Day for Safety & Health, the NLPGA HSE Manager, Princewill Ekeji in collaboration with the Secretariat, organised a webinar which featured key stakeholders,
captains of industries, HSE managers and other members of the Association.
The session addressed how taking necessary precautions at workplaces can
play a crucial role in ensuring the safety and health of the larger public.
LPG Truck Drivers and Mobile Operators Training & Award: Truck drivers and
Mobile operators attached to different organisations who are members of the
NLPGA were trained on the essentials of safety in relations to their job. The
NLPGA's Safety & Technical Committee conducted the training exercise, with
certificates awarded to all attendees for their participation.
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MAY

2021

Capacity Building: As it is the custom, the NLPGA Safety & Technical Committee will hold the Safety and Technical training in the month of May 2021.
The Secretariat will share course materials, resource persons, and modalities
with target participants later.
Future Energy Nigeria Event: The Future Energy Nigeria event, an annual
gathering of global industry stakeholders, holds on May 11 – 13, 2021, at Eko
Hotels and Suites, Victoria Island, Lagos. The event is the leading expo and
conference that connects thousands of power and energy professionals to
networking opportunities with the foremost stakeholders and decision-makers in Nigeria's energy sector.
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MEMBER/SPONSOR ADVERT PLACEMENTS

For more information, contact:
Olakunle Oyebanjo
Executive Secretary
Nigeria LPGas Association
Tel: 0803 978 9876
Email: olakunleoyebanjo@nigerialpgas.com
Website: www.nigerialpgas.com
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